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In 1997 I became involved in a project exploring the idea of
global citizenship in the context of higher education. This
came about in response to the 1996 follow-up report to the
original Toyne Report of 1993. The earlier main report,
produced by a group of academics under the chairmanship of
Professor Peter Toyne, investigated the extent to which
universities had incorporated ‘environmental responsibility’
into their courses. The follow-up report urged universities to
put on courses available to all students on global citizenship,
as a way of understanding environmental responsibility. Over
two years of seminars and a final mini-conference, the project
produced a wide range of materials which we presented as a
report and circulated in summary form to all higher education
institutions and others.2

In this article I argue that because we need citizens with a
commitment to global values (especially an ethic of
responsibility and respect for diversity), it is important that
some university courses be concerned with global citizenship.
There are a wide variety of ways in which this can be
incorporated into courses, for example by directly addressing
the idea of global citizenship and global ethics as a primary
focus or indirectly in other courses on various global issues
and problems. However, making global values an important
outcome of courses can meet academic resistance. At any rate,
it is important that the arguments (institutional and ethical)
against global citizenship are given a fair hearing. Since there
can be disagreement about the means regarded as legitimate or
effective in pursuing global values, the issue of how much
latitude there should be in course design also needs to be
addressed.

Findings and recommendations
What we quickly recognised was that global citizenship is
much broader than ‘environmental responsibility’, the
connection stressed in the Toyne Report. This connection is
understandable given that many environmental problems are
global in scope and affect our common future, so we all have
an interest as well as a moral obligation to do something about
it. But our moral obligations also exist in relation to problems
of distant poverty, distant violations of human rights, and
distant threats to peace – and global citizenship is as much
about these areas of concerns and obligations in the global
community as it is about our common responsibility for our
common environment.

Secondly, we recognised the importance of the global
citizenship approach at both the school and higher education
levels given the realities of globalisation, the development of
global society, and the extent of numerous global problems.
We need to strengthen ‘global civil society’ – the networks,
formal and informal, of individuals acting outside
government and economic/financial institutions – and to
develop ‘global democracy’ (Held 1995). We need what
Nussbaum (1996) calls ‘cosmopolitan education’ for many
reasons, but not least so that we can recognise our
obligations for what they objectively are. As the Danish poet
Piet Hein said, ‘we are global citizens with tribal souls’. I
interpret this to mean that the reality is that we have global
responsibilities but our more localised identities or
‘mentalities’ are not adequate and need to be changed. Only
then will the will emerge to change the policies of
government and economic institutions. Global citizenship is
important at the higher education level because of the need
for university graduates to be leaders – both opinion-formers
and decision-makers – informed by this perspective.

Thirdly, another thing that became apparent was that there
were many approaches to the construction of courses and
their aims which in effect promoted global citizenship but in
rather different ways.

A key issue in this regard is whether the idea of global
citizenship should be ‘up-front’ in the course, or should it be
rather more in the background (perhaps only implicit or
brought in at the end of a course). We might identify one
approach as that in which global citizenship is a feature of
other courses which would carry other names and pursue
wider course aims, such as Environmental Studies,
Development Studies, Globalisation, Issues in International
Relations, World Issues, Citizenship, Human Rights,
Nationalism, Multiculturalism, Comparative Religions,
Applied Ethics. If the ‘agenda’ of such courses included the
development, in students, of a global perspective and
acceptance of global responsibility of some kind, then it
would serve a global citizenship purpose, even though the
terminology of global citizenship was hardly used or only
came in explicitly towards the end of such courses, with the
kind of rationale of: ‘Look – what we’ve been studying are
really issues to do with being a citizen of the world!’

Alternatively, the central focus of a course could be on
global citizenship itself, with ‘global citizenship’ in the
name of course. Such a course could either be put on as an
Ethics/Philosophy course or could be a Social Studies
examination of something taken as an established subject
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matter (like globalisation, global civil society, global
democracy). In the former case, it could either be a course
(perhaps at a more advanced level) in which conceptual
issues to do with global ethics and the idea of citizenship are
emphasised; or, it could be a course (not necessarily taught
within Philosophy) in which various global issues (including
case studies) are used to explore the ethical issues that any
global citizen has to confront. And there could also be
various combinations, particularly if courses were taught in a
multidisciplinary way.3

Identifying outcomes
My concern now is to raise several issues which need to be
tackled when we approach the task of identifying outcomes.
The first two issues concern knowledge and understanding,
and the third values.

Knowledge/acceptance of certain values
At the heart of the idea of global citizenship is some kind of
global ethic. Indeed for many people, being a global citizen is
no more than the acceptance of global responsibility. So it
seems reasonable to mention first the acceptance of a ‘global
ethic/value system’ which includes: (i) the idea that what
happens elsewhere in the world matters; (ii) acceptance of
some responsibility to be active; (iii) an attitude of (critical)
openness to values in other cultures.

The first two elements touch on the very idea of a global
ethic: namely the twin elements of some universal values and
a responsibility, which is global in scope, to do something
about them. The first presupposes that there are certain
universal basic elements of wellbeing and that the wellbeing
of others is, from an ethical standpoint, important. It might be
expressed in human rights language, but it need not be since
there are other value theories that do the same. The second
stresses the point that being a global citizen involves some
kind of personal active engagement, though there may be very
many forms of this, for instance in simple lifestyles
commitments or in ‘civil society’ engagement through
politics, NGOs, etc. (Note that if we say everyone is a global
citizen, after Hein, we do not mean that everyone accepts
these elements; we mean rather that if someone calls
her/himself a ‘global citizen’, then s/he accepts these two
elements.)

I add the third element with some caution, because it is not
self-evident to me that someone who is (or calls her/himself) a
global citizen need adopt this attitude. A global ethic could be
(and often was in the past) seen as emanating from a
particular worldview (often religious in inspiration), but
applicable to the whole world seen as a potential world
community of ‘true believers’. Whilst I imagine almost all
those interested in promoting global citizenship in the 21st
century would not share such an agenda of ‘proselytisation’
and would thus see as an important value the development of
an open yet critical acceptance of cultural diversity – what I

have called a ‘solidarist pluralism model of global ethics’
(Dower 1998) – we cannot rule out the possibility of a course
with such particularist agendas.

However, some readers sympathetic to the global
citizenship agenda may be asking the question: can there be
‘knowledge’ of values? Am I right to put these values in as
knowledge outcomes at all? Does not this show precisely the
traditional leaning towards ‘objective’ ethical truths which
some people or societies ‘know’ and others do not (and
therefore need to be taught)? This is a very big issue which I
will not pursue here except to remark the following. First, the
idea that there may be moral knowledge does not itself favour
the traditional dogmatic ‘proselytising’ view; it may after all
be objectively true that we ought to respect diversity. Second,
so far as the first category of outcomes is concerned, the
category is both knowledge and understanding. Understanding
does not have the same connotations and it is difficult not to
see global values as something that need to be understood and
accepted (whatever the epistemological status of that
acceptance). Third, in terms of the breakdown of course
outcomes into knowledge/understanding and several
categories of ‘skills’, it seems more plausible to think of
values as a form of understanding than as a kind of skill or
competence.

Other forms of knowledge/understanding
There are of course other forms of knowledge relevant to
outcomes – forms which are possibly less controversial. First
there is what might be called the empirical understanding of
our global condition. Different courses will emphasise
different elements, but they can be divided into three basic
types of knowledge: (i) geopolitical facts about the world; (ii)
what problems face the world; (iii) how these are tackled.

But there is also a more complex kind of knowledge/
understanding which goes beyond both the understanding of a
basic value perspective or a basic factual understanding of the
world, its challenges, and the responses actually in place. It
involves both an awareness of the complexity of the value
issues involved (the arguments for and against the acceptance
of global citizenship), but also an awareness of the differences
of approach which can be adopted in the identification of
problems and appropriate responses. In respect of the former,
some courses could for instance tackle head-on the issues
concerned with the idea of global citizenship itself and
examine why the idea is in fact controversial.

Global citizenship is controversial for a variety of reasons,
but two clusters of issues can be identified. The first has to do
with the acceptance of a global ethic, or at least a robust form
of such which involves significant global obligations. Thus
there may be ethical challenges from certain forms of
relativism or communitarianism. Though these moves need to
be resisted, there is no doubt that these intellectual issues need
to be confronted, not least because many students doing these
courses will be aware of them, if not be sympathetic to these
sceptical moves. Global citizens need to be able to counter the
arguments of those who dispute their claims.

Second, the idea of global citizenship may be disputed not
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so much on ethical grounds as on institutional grounds. Thus
thinkers like David Miller (1997) will dispute the
appropriateness of applying the idea of citizenship beyond the
borders of the established political community.4 Whilst there
are good arguments for rejecting this approach, we need to
recognise the academic respectability of these arguments and
therefore of including them in at least some of the courses of a
more advanced level, if not at level one.

A crucial dilemma regarding values
The traditional idea of the integrity of an academic course
may come into conflict with the idea of an explicit value
commitment/advocacy being one of the intended outcomes.
Value neutrality is sometimes presented as a crucial feature of
academic courses. So there may be some resistance to courses
on global citizenship which have up-front, as intended
outcomes, the acceptance or inculcation of certain values
(which, as I have indicated, some may have reservations
about). But, in terms of knowledge/understanding outcomes,
values seem to be central. Courses in which other areas are the
primary focus and global citizenship is implicit or brought in
at the end might avoid this problem (and the values not spelled
out as outcomes would remain, so to speak, ‘on the sidelines’
as outcomes which one hopes will be achieved). But for
courses in which global citizenship is central to the rationale,
it seems difficult not to see these value outcomes as explicitly
intended.

Of course one could avoid the problem by stressing certain
(less controversial) values internal to higher education (like
curiosity, intellectual openness, analytic rigour). Since these
are internal to academic activity they are not likely to be
challenged, and it might be argued that the greater acceptance
of these will lead to global-ness of approach anyway.
However, if these intellectual skills are outcomes which are
valuable, it is their acquisition which is valuable rather than
the knowledge or understanding that their acquisition and
exercise is valuable. I doubt if the latter kind of value is in any
case sufficient for the perspective we need, since it is not clear
that academics who have these intellectual skills in large
measure are necessarily very global in their perspective!

However, if we accept that the values explicitly associated
with a global ethics are to be part of what is intended as
outcomes, we would need to accept that a student might do a
course out of academic interest and remain either indifferent
or negative with regards to the values involved. S/he should
not be marked down for this (since this would in some way
undermine academic freedom). On the other hand, a student
with this view, like any other student, might well be marked
down for failing to engage with the value issues which are
raised. This means that care will need to be taken over how
these outcomes are specified and assessed.

There are more general issues to do with what counts as
‘responsible global citizenship’ in terms of the values
involved. Different courses would probably put different
interpretations on this, since there may be significant

legitimate differences of view both about the moral rightness
of the means proposed or about the effectiveness of the
means. Two examples may be given:

(i) Those involved in the Trident Ploughshares movement see
themselves as promoting peace in the world by trying to get rid
of Trident submarines, and their chosen form of action is direct
action against nuclear bases. They think that civil disobedience
in this instance is justified. Others may be equally concerned to
promote peace in the world but reject that kind of action as
unethical, preferring for instance to work on trying to change
international law on nuclear weapons, as those involved in the
World Court Project saw themselves as doing. Here we have the
same overall goal but disagreements about the ethics of the
means.

(ii) We can also see significant differences of opinion on how to
reduce poverty or achieve sustainable development. There may
be those who see the need to promote social justice, both within
and between countries, and question the pursuit of
consumption/affluence; whilst there are others who believe that
more conventional growth models of development are needed to
spread wealth and who support the kind of agenda of the WTO
which assumes that the economic globalisation of the world is
the only way forward. Here are rival views about how to tackle
problems of global poverty and the environment which are
about the effectiveness of different means.

Differences such as these will surely influence the rationale
and content of courses taught on global citizenship. One
approach which I favour would be to make sure the
differences of approach were all highlighted and each
sympathetically considered. But one cannot assume that all
courses would have the same emphasis and balance.

There are of course a whole range of other outcomes to do
with intellectual (subject specific) and transferable skills
which need to be considered and incorporated. My main
purpose here has been, apart from arguing for the importance
of the subject at the higher education level, to flag some of the
choices that have to be made in the design of courses and
some of the issues which need to be confronted. This needs to
be done both because it will help in the development of the
rationale of such courses, but also because one needs to be
articulate and persuasive in putting the case to academic
standards committees which may not always be as sympathetic
to these kinds of courses as those of us who see ourselves as
world citizens may like to suppose.
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